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ABSTRACT 
Circular dielectric cavities are key components for the construction of optic microresonators and microlasers. 
They are one of very few cases where the transcendental equations for complex eigenmodes (resonances) of an 
open system (dielectric cavity) can be found analytically in an exact manner. The behaviour of those eigenvalues 
in the small opening limit, i.e. when the refractive index of the cavity goes to infinity, is analysed. The analysis 
allows one to clearly distinguish between internal (Feshbach) and external (shape) resonance modes for both TM 
and TE polarizations. As a result, unambiguous azimuthal and radial modal indices are assigned to each internal 
and external resonance mode. 
Keywords: circular dielectric cavity, TM/TE modes, internal/external resonances. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Among dielectric microcavities of various shapes, thin circular cavities filled with a homogeneous dielectric are 
one of very few cases where the transcendental equations for complex eigenmodes (resonances), ir ikkk −= , 
can be found analytically. These equations are derived from time-independent Maxwell’s equations for an 
infinite cylinder with the aid of the effective refractive index n  which takes into account the material as well as 
the thickness of the cavity, see for example Appendix I of Ref. [1]. Finally, for transverse magnetic polarization 
of the electromagnetic field (TM; electric field perpendicular to the disk plane) one obtains  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0'' =− kRHknRnJkRHknRJ mmm ,          (1) 

and respectively for transverse electric (TE; magnetic field perpendicular to the disk plane) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 01 '' =− kRHknRJ
n

kRHknRJ mmm .          (2) 

The corresponding resonance field Ψ has the form of twofold degenerate (for 0>m ) whispering gallery (WG) 
modes  
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In the above equations mJ  and mH  are Bessel and Hankel functions of the first kind respectively, 
K,2,1,0=m is the azimuthal modal index, ( ) ( )knRJkRHN mmm =  are constants, and R is the cavity radius. 

Physically, the azimuthal modal index characterizes the field variation along the disk circumference, with the 
number of intensity hotspots being equal to m2 . The second (radial) modal index K,2,1=q is used to number 
the resonances within a set with same azimuthal modal index m in accordance with the increase of their real 
parts rk starting from 1=q . Physically, for the resonances with relatively small imaginary parts this index 
characterizes the field variation along the disk radius, with the number of intensity hotspots in that direction 
being equal to q .  However, for TE modes the latter is not always the case.  

A more detailed analysis of Eqs. (1, 2) reveals that for each polarization there exist two kinds of resonances, 
see for example Ref. [2]. Following common terminology we will call them internal (or Feshbach) and external 
(or shape) resonances. In general, for a fixed refractive index external resonances have significantly larger 
imaginary parts compared to internal resonances; however, for TE polarization occasionally they can occur in 
the same range of the complex wavenumber plane. As a result, a set of internal resonances with same m can 
visually acquire an additional external resonance making the above procedure of assigning the proper radial 
modal indices within that internal set impossible.   



Our purpose here is twofold. First, using the behaviour of the circular cavity (disk) resonances in the small 
opening limit, i.e. when the refractive index of the cavity diverges, we assign unambiguous azimuthal and radial 
modal indices to each internal and external resonance mode. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt 
to assign meaningful radial modal indices to external resonances. Second, we study the field patterns of internal 
and external modes for various cavity refractive indices and various azimuthal and radial modal indices. It is 
shown that the azimuthal modal index m  has clear physical interpretation for all possible modes while the radial 
modal index q  has clear physical interpretation only for TM internal resonances of cavities with refractive 
indices not very close to 1.  

2. TM RESONANCES 
We have recently shown in Ref. [3] that the scaled wavenumbers Rkn qm , of TM internal resonances in the small 
opening limit, i.e. when ∞→n , contrary to naïve expectations, don’t match the corresponding real eigenvalues 

qmj , of the closed disk with the zero (Dirichlet) boundary conditions. In fact, we have obtained that 
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where qmj , are the zeros of Bessel functions. The first limit in Eq. (4) has been also derived in Ref. [4]. For TM 
external resonance wavenumbers (not scaled with respect to n ) we have obtained that 

,lim ,, qmqmn
hRk =

∞→
            (5) 

where qmh , are the complex zeros of Hankel functions. There is only a finite number of such zeros for a given 

m : none if m is 0 or 1, 2m if m is even, ( ) 21−m if m is odd and 1>m , see Ref. 5. This corresponds to our 
finding for the number of radial modes in each group of external resonances with fixed m . Fig. 1 illustrates the 
behaviour of TM resonances for several azimuthal and radial indices under variation of the refractive index. 

 
Figure 1. TM internal (thick grey curves) and external (thin black curves) resonances of a dielectric disk of 
radius R and refractive index n varying from 001.1=n  (loose ends) to infinity (crosses) in the complex 
nkR plane (left panel) and kR plane (right panel). The filled black circles correspond to 0.2=n . 

As a result, to assign the proper modal indices to TM modes of a circular cavity with the effective refractive 
index n , one needs to solve Eq. (1) for a fixed azimuthal modal index m , using as initial guesses a fine grid in 
the complex wavenumber plane. The obtained solutions generate two well-separated (along the imaginary axis) 
sets of modes: the set with smaller imaginary parts is the set of internal resonances while the set with larger 
imaginary parts is the set of external ones. Then, one needs to trace one arbitrary resonance from each of those 
two sets with increasing n till it reaches the limit which unambiguously defines its radial modal index q , see 
Eqs. (4, 5); the radial modal indices of remaining resonances in each set can be assigned automatically in 
accordance with the increase (decrease) of their real parts rk . For TM resonances with relatively small 
imaginary parts, the physical meaning of the radial modal index q  is the number of intensity hotspots in the 
radial direction inside of the disk. For other TM resonances (all external resonances and internal ones in cavities 
with the effective refractive index close to 1), the index q  has no similar physical interpretation. These 



resonances are so deep in the complex wavenumber plane that the corresponding Bessel functions, see Eq. (3), 
have almost no variation inside the disk. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2. The intensity of TM internal and external resonance modes with the indicated indices in near-field 
region of the dielectric disk with 1=R . 

3. TE RESONANCES 
In Ref. [3] we have also shown that the scaled wavenumbers Rkn qm, of TE internal resonances in the small 
opening limit satisfy the relation  

,lim ,, qmqmn
jRkn =

∞→
           (6) 

as one intuitively expected. This limit has been derived in Ref. [4] as well. The TE external resonances (not 
scaled with respect to n ) approach the complex zeros qmh ,

'  of the corresponding Hankel functions derivatives 

qmqmn
hRk ,

'
,lim =

∞→
.           (7) 

Figure 3 illustrates the behaviour of TE resonances for several azimuthal and radial indices under variation of the 
refractive index. 

 
Figure 3. TE internal (thick grey curves) and external (thin black curves) resonances of a dielectric disk of 
radius R and refractive index n varying from 001.1=n (loose ends) to infinity (crosses) in the complex 
nkR plane (left panel) and kR plane (right panel). The filled black circles correspond to 0.2=n . 

As for TM external resonances, there is only a finite number of radial modes in each group of TE external 
resonances with fixed m : none if m is 0, 2m if m is even, ( ) 21+m if m is odd.  



There is an additional interesting feature of TE external resonances. For the external resonances ( ) 21, +mmk  

with odd m  and 2,mmk  with even m , starting from 3=m  and 4=m  correspondingly, there is a range of 
refractive indices where they are mixed with TE internal resonances, see for example the external resonance 
curve ( )2,4  in Fig. 3. Their field intensities display some features of the internal resonances as well. We will call 
them the “special” external resonances. Due to their appearance, to assign the proper radial modal indices to TE 
resonances one needs to solve Eq. (2) for a fixed azimuthal modal index m and then to trace all obtained 
solutions with increasing n  till they reach their limits, see Eqs. (6, 7).  

In Fig. 4 (left panel) we illustrate how the “special” external resonance ( )4,8  joins the set of internal 
resonances with same 8=m . Fig. 4 (right panel) shows field intensities for that “special” external resonance as 
well as for the internal resonance ( )2,8  before ( )0.2=n  and right after ( )4.1=n  the “special” one joins the 
internal set. One can clearly see the striking phenomenon of the field pattern change for both of these 
resonances. In particular, the field intensity of the TE internal resonance ( )2,8  of the disk with 4.1=n  has only 
one intensity peak in the radial direction inside of the disk. 

 
Figure 4. TE internal (grey curves) and the “special” external (a black curve) resonances with 8=m  of a 
dielectric disk of radius R and refractive index n varying from 001.1=n (loose ends) to infinity (crosses) in the 
complex nkR plane (left panel). The small filled black circles correspond to 0.2=n , the large ones to 4.1=n .   
The resonance field intensities are shown on the right panel. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The presented analysis assigns unambiguous azimuthal and radial modal indices to each internal and external 
resonance mode of a circular dielectric cavity. While the double of the azimuthal modal index indicates the 
number of intensity hotspots along the disk circumference for all possible resonances, the radial modal index has 
clear physical interpretation (as the number of intensity hotspots along the radial direction) only for internal 
resonances in cavities with relatively large refractive indices. 
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